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Decentralized Sewage Systems for Small Communities by Eric Gunnell, P. Eng
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Profile - Contractor / Installer – Robinson Enterprises
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Onsite Wastewater Associaon, since

me, as Oﬃce Manager. She has re-

privately owned and operated compa-

2012, just compleng his ﬁrst year as

cently accepted the posion of Presi-

ny, specializing in custom home site
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installaons.
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merce. Together they are their raising

Located in Cookstown Ontario, they

2014!' He is currently working on a

3 teenagers. In his “spare me” Bill
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enjoys snowmobiling and together
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streamlined method for homeowners
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is a second generaon licensed sepc

to maintain proper sepc system rec-

to contact Bill, or Diana, at their oﬃce

installer and is cerﬁed with Waterloo

ords that will keep them in compliance

(705)458-1522 or by email:

Bioﬁlter and Bionest. Bill has served as

with the Ontario Building Code; this is
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Diana and Bill Robinson in San

Trade Director, on the Board of Direc-

expected to be up and running by late

Please

Francisco

tors, for the Simcoe County Home

spring 2014. His wife, Diana, a Cer-
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Builders, since 2007. He is also on the

ﬁed Dental Assistant, le3 her posion

and
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visit

their
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Profile - FauxRocks Canada
“Do You Have Something To

These lightweight rocks have become

the lids leaving a visually aMracve land-

Hide?”

the answer to landscaping a new sepc

scape with easy access.

system while sll providing access for
FauxRocks Canada has been owned

maintenance. An electrical box on a post

and operated by Jerry Bruce since

above the ground which connects power

2005, from Barrie, Ontario and has

to the sepc system is one example of

grown to a network of over 30 dealers

what home owners prefer to hide. A

across the country. In the beginning

rock cover can be placed over the post

the rock business was developed

and sll allow access when needed.

around the sepc industry because of

For coMages or homes that have seasonal
water

pumps

and

irrigaon

systems

FauxRocks are ideal for hiding these items,
making the property more aMracve. Backﬂow preventers are used with irrigaon
systems in Ontario, and somemes are
visible in the landscape above grade. Model

extensive connecons and experience

In Ontario access to your sepc tank and

116 is designed to cover the commercial

from a 35 yr career. Today, dealers

the sepc tank eﬄuent ﬁlter is required

backﬂow device and protect it from dam-

have been strategically developed

at grade by OBC 8.6.2.1.(3). This means

age while leaving a much beMer visual ﬁnish

coast to coast to serve consumers

the sepc tank lid over the eﬄuent ﬁlter

to the site.

looking for the ideal covering to hide

needs to be accessible at grade and not

their well heads, sepc tank lids and

buried. Covering the sepc lid with a

other visual distracons in their land-

FauxRock model 111 or 112 has become

scape.

FauxRocks are light, realisc

a great answer to: “what to do with that

and vary in size from the small model

sepc lid that’s visible in the yard”. A

106 to very large models like the 114

small ﬂower garden can be created over

(L 63” x W 48” x H 61”).

the sepc tank with FauxRocks covering

FauxRocks dealers can be found @
www.fauxrocks.ca under the dealer locator
buMon on the home page. Contact a dealer
to inquire about a trade price to supply
your customer with a FauxRock.

Subsurface Detection of Distribution Piping for Septic Systems by Tom Keane
The renovation industry is consistently on

sewage systems, we have experienced that

Gunnell Engineering has completed many

the rise, as we see more owners choosing to

the most cost effective and easiest ways to

on-site investigations over the years. Our

renovate their properties by constructing

achieve the subsurface detection require-

goal during these investigations is to rec-

new additions or renovating their existing

ment is through the installation of individ-

ord the size and condition of the existing

homes to achieve an increase in living space.

ual steel rebar lengths at each of the four

septic system to determine if the system

When these types of construction projects

outside corners of the distribution pipe

can continue to be used to adequately

take place, one item that is often overlooked

area (typically 20M rebar, 400mm long,

service the proposed upgrades of an exist-

is the impact that the proposed work will

bent at 90 degrees, and installed at the top

ing building. One of the most important

have on the existing septic system.

of the stone layer). Although this method

and more difficult parts of our investiga-

has satisfied the majority of septic /

tion is accurately locating the existing

health / building inspectors, several regula-

distribution pipes within the existing septic

tory authorities do require a steel bar to

field. These investigations usually take

be located at the end of each distribution

place many years after the installation of

pipe run. Our interpretation of this new

the existing septic system and often with

building code requirement is that the

limited information available, resulting in a

purpose of the subsurface detection is to

time consuming and expensive process.

locate the overall area of distribution

The requirement for the installation of a

piping, to ensure that new building addi-

means of subsurface detection will provide

tions, installation of swimming pools, new

the client with a more cost effective and

wells, landscaping, etc, can be installed

accurate solution in determining the size,

while ensuring minimum setback / clear-

location and condition of their septic

ance distances are provided to the distri-

system for any future renovation, expan-

bution piping.

sion or necessary repairs.

During this past year, the new 2012 Ontario
Building Code (OBC) has introduced a variety of changes that have been implemented
into the design of new on-site sewage systems throughout the Province. One of these
changes is the requirement to design and
construct all new septic fields in such a way
where the header line(s) and distribution
pipes can be detected below the ground
surface. The OBC stipulates that the septic
distribution piping can be detected by magnetic means, 14 gauge solid copper tracer
wire or another means of subsurface detection. Over the past year of designing both
new sewage systems and expanding existing
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COWI is now offering
courses at various
local colleges.
For
more information and
schedule call Denis
Orendt at 905-3722722 or email infocowi@cogeco.ca
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Newmarket, Ontario L3Y 7B7
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905-868-9400

This year’s attendance at the 2014

currently preparing for the 2015

coordinator@oowa.org
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905-853-5734

OOWA conference surpassed the

Annual Conference to be held

ask Rachel about the benefits

E-mail: info@gunnellengineering.com

previous year’s numbers.

again in Niagara Falls, March 23-25,

of becoming a member.

Editor: liz@septicdesign.ca

incoming president Rick Esselment

New

has replaced past president Don
Krauss after a successful two year
term. The Board of Directors has
been elected with new members
Trish Johnson and Anne Egan.

Follow us on:

Check out OOWA’s new website
where you can find information on

and

2015. Stay tuned for details.
We would also like to welcome
Rachel Robichaud, who is the new
Operations Co-ordinator.

Rachel

will be providing administration
duties and support for OOWA
members.

everything you need to know in the

Not a member? Contact Rachel at

onsite sewage industry. OOWA is

1-855-905-OOWA

or

op-

Who we are...Gunnell Engineering Ltd.
Please contact our friendly and
knowledgeable staff for any questions
or comments:
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